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Introduction and personal reflection
Approach to ps1 and atelier ethos

The USE atelier ethos encourages thorough spatial analysis of both the city and the site
where opportunities and constraints are considered and used to generate and guide the
concept development process. Experimentation is an underlying principle of pushing the
boundaries, methodologies and thinking of an architectural approach. It can be used as a
powerful design tool that reinforces the concept without compromising the technical and
functional aspects of a project.
The PS1 atelier brief is to explore a specific type of housing that will be increasingly
important in the future due to the changing way in which we are living and working. The
project focuses on Urban Nomads - characters that only stay in a city for short periods
and that are inclined to live together in an integrative model.
USE also promotes a collaborative working environment where working in groups reflects
the real life architectural practice, and creates an opportunity to learn and creatively thrive
from each other.
This was initiated during the intensive week in Berlin where I had the opportunity to meet
and work with international architecture students from Chile and Germany, as well as
getting to know MSA peers from the 5th and 6th year.
During the intensive week I was working with Magdalena Płonka, where we developed an
interest in exploring the nomadic squatting culture, that is very unique to the city of Berlin.
Following the intensive week we conducted research about the specifics of these users,
in order to define a brief that will also consider the characteristics of the site and the city.
We elaborated an architectural model that enables the users to experience the private
comfort and security of a home even for a short period of time, which at the same time is
integrated with shared spaces that encourage collaboration and a sense of a collective.
The celebration of creativity and exchange of skills amongst the users but also the public
was considered as the key of the scheme concept, and providing tailored spaces that
elaborate this were developed throughout the design process.
Working in a pair rather than individually has enriched the overall design process as we
were able to share and critique ideas and reflect on the most suitable solutions and
spatial representations.

Intensive workshop week - the city

Berlin, tempelhof and the subcultural creative collectives
“Berlin’s squats are at your
service”

Kunsthaus tacheles - the
beginning of the end?

The squatting culture in Berlin was born after
the war when West Berlin was seeing vast
and rapid development, and former buildings
had to be vacated and demolished to make
way for the Capitalist dream.

Tacheles welcomed artists of various
backgrounds and nationalities, regardless
of their working mediums and styles. The
building contained studios and workshops, a
nightclub, and a cinema.

A movement of squatting emerged as
political protest against the Capitalist vision.
By inhabiting the vacant buildings, squatters
explored new ways of living, by developing
socio-cultural centres of life, work and
leisure under one roof.
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After the fall of the wall in 1989 a vast
number of squats arose in the East
amongst the number of political uncertainty
of the unification. This period created a
fruitful scene for the development of the
underground and bohemian art and music
subculture.
The squat creative collectives all over Berlin
(shown on the adjacent map) still form
an integral part of the city and its identity.
German and international vagabond artists
seek Berlin as refuge for the spirit and
freedom of creativity, and engage in the
collectives, while many Berliners and tourists
visit and support the ‘one of a kind’ creations,
experiences and initiatives.
Squatters and collectives in Berlin offer
services from bike repair workshops and
welding classes to underground cinemas
which are usually provided free of charge
or on the basis of an informal barter/
exchange system.
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The collective exchange?

Tempelhof feld
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Public take ownership of the tempelhof
(USE Students (2016) Berlin Compendium, Ausgang, Manchester School of Architecture: USE)
(White, J.A.(2014) ‘Berlin’s squats are at your service’.
[Online] The Local. Available at https://www.thelocal.
de/20140404/berlin-squats-at-your-service. [Accessed: 16.
October 2018])

Club & music events

Location Plan indicating Tempelhof in relation Berlin’s creative collectives

Since it was turned over to the public in May 2010, the site has been immensely popular with families, joggers, rollerbladers, kite-flyers,
wind-karters, urban gardeners, yoga enthusiasts, hipsters and layabouts.
It has also become a public ground for festival and outdoor events where thousands attend. Meanwhile, inside more than 100
businesses and institutions call the former airport home.
Berliners are serious about their fun spaces. They want cheap housing, but they do not necessarily see a connection between
that and more flats. So they put a ban on all construction at Tempelhof on the ballot, alongside the government’s proposal. In the
referendum on May 25th 2014 they decided resoundingly to keep the field bare.
The approach Berliners have towards claiming not only the Tempelhof Feld but also the implications of this on the main building are
a significant factor in any proposed intervention. Therefore any new proposal must consider the public integration and
control, as well as creating a space which truly reflects the culture of Berlin in an engaging manner.
(The Economist. (2014) ‘Don't touch Tempelhof; Berlin's airports.’. p. 44. [Online]. Academic OneFile. Available at: http://link.galegroup.com.ezproxy.mmu.ac.uk/apps/doc/
A369560405/AONE?u=mmucal5&sid=AONE&xid=efcfe6bb. [Accessed 20 October 2018.])

Berlin’s oldest collective
running events and
workshops, including yoga,
silkscreen painting and
welding

For 22 years, Tacheles was the icon of the
squatters collective. In 1995, the collective lost
its battle with capitalism when the city sold
the building to the real estate Fundus Group,
who gave the artists a 10-year lease in 1998.
Numerous protests with the bank officials
and petitions didn’t help, and the last crowd of
Tacheles creative was evicted on September
4th, 2012. The closure of Kunsthaus Tacheles,
Berlin’s landmark for independent art and
culture, brought that sour feeling that the city
is no longer a bohemian hub for alternative
culture and lifestyles.
The closure of Tacheles sets the question of
how the vulnerability of less significant
collectives may increase over the years
in correlation with gentrification?
In attempt to answer this, we will explore the
temporary, urban interventions for a live, work
and leisure dynamic that can provide a safer
and more acceptable environment for the
public and the inhabitants.

(Trotin. G (2016) ‘The story and story of Kunsthaus Tacheles
- The Home and Spirit of art’. [Online]. BerlinSteetArt.
Available at https://berlinstreetart.com/w/. [Accessed:16
October 2018])

Intensive workshop week - the site

Towards the end of
the war, the airport
basement levels served
as a air-raid shelters
used by factory workers
and citizens that lived
in the surrounding
neighbourhood. They
contained beds,
toilets, food, and other
amenities.

Tempelhof was the
primary link in the Soviet
blockade of all transport
routes to West Berlin. The
American Allies started
operating daily flights to
Berlin, providing West
Berliners with all essential
supplies and fuel by air
for almost a year.
During the airlift
Tempelhof was also
famous for operation
‘Little Vittles’ - the
dropping of candy
to children living near
the airport. During the
blockade, the airport
was a hub of activity,
with 12,940 tonnes of
cargo dropped, and a
plane landing every 63
seconds.

1950-1975

1975-1990

Tempelhof continued
to serve as both a U.S.
military airfield and a
civic/commercial airport
throughout the Cold War
- and well afterward.
In 1960, Tempelhof
reached its capacity
limits because the airfield
was unsuitable for the
newly developed jet
aircraft. Civic air traffic
was moved to Tegel
International Airport.

After the 1975 civic
air traffic closure, the
Tempelhof remained a
military airport for the US.
Inside the airport
building, the Americans
set up various function
rooms extended
to accommodate
recreational activities
(such as restaurant,
casino and a indoor
sports hall) however
the site became little
accessible to citizens.

1990-2008

In 1990, after the fall
of the Berlin Wall,
Tempelhof started to
operate domestic flights
once again.
In 1993, the US Air Force
handed the airport
over to the Berliner
Flughafengesellschaft,
and it was used on
and off for commercial
purposes until November
2008.

The airport became a
symbol of the desire for
freedom of the people of
West Berlin

(Flughafen Berlin Brandenburg GmbH. (2018). Tempelhof airport. [Online]. Available at: https://www.berlin-airport.de/en/press/media-centre/photos/2008/tempelhof/index.php. [Accessed: 21 October 2018])
(Blason, J., Cummings, B., Fahey, C. (2015). Nazis and candy drops: Tempelhof airport through history – in pictures. The Guardian. [Online]. Available at: https://www.theguardian.com/cities/gallery/2015/mar/05/tempelhof-airport-berlin-history-nazis-candy-drops-in-pictures. [Accessed: 21 October 2018])

2008-

After the airport closed
in 2008, the city of
Berlin reclaimed the
386-hectare open space
and one of the world’s
largest buildings in a
central location for public
use.

The reclaimed tempelhof & the refugee crisis

Regardless, the
remarkable Naziera terminal was
constructed - covering
300,000 square meters
including hangars
that curve out 1.23km
under a column-free
cantilevered roof. Hitler
wanted it to be able to
both shelter travellers
and accommodate
100,000 people during
Luftwaffe air shows and
military parades.

After the production of
motorized aircraft was
forbidden in Germany
from 1945 until 1955
Weser Flugzeugbau
opened up a workshop
in hanger 7 to repair
street cars, in that way
encouraging the public
to use the services
within the airport site.

1948-1949

Domestic airport

The Nazis intended for
the airport to be rapidly
constructed and opened
by 1939, however it could
no longer take place due
to lack of construction
materials and labour
during the war.

Weser Flugzeugbau
was a significant aircraft
manufacturing company
in Germany and began
their production at the
Tempelhof Airport in
1936.

U.S. military base

1936-1945

Tempelhof was designed
to wow visitors to the
new Third Reich capital
of Germania.

Berlin’s cold war gateway

At the beginning of 1930’s
it had more European
air traffic than Paris,
Amsterdam and London.

1936

The airlift link &
Operation “Little Vittles”

Permission granted

Ministry of Transport
granted the fully
operational facility a
preliminary licence.

Manufacture & shelter

1923

The Nazi gateway

Public access/significance

Public accessibility at the tempelhof through the years

Today, the exterior field
has a six-kilometre
cycling, skating and
jogging trail, kite flying,
a 2.5-hectare BBQ
area, a dog-walking
field covering around
four hectares and an
enormous picnic area
for all visitors. Interior and
exterior spaces are used
for various festivals and
events.
But post-2015, the
terminal building had
an additional use case.
Many of the hangars
at the airport were
taken to house the
incoming refugees. At
its peak it had around
2,500 refugees living in
makeshift tents inside
the hangars.

Intensive workshop week - forming the concept
AncB studio sessions

The ANCB held a collaborative network of students from
Manchester School of Architecture, Technische Universität
Braunschweig and Universidad Diego Portales, in order to
develop a ‘Living on the top of the Tempelhof’ concept.
The week consisted of an initial site visit where we were able
to understand the context of the former Nazi airport. After we
have been delegated into international groups, we completed a
1:100 sectional model study of a specific area of the Tempelhof
roof.
As a group we started to develop an initial concept around the
theme of urban nomads and freethinkers which acknowledged
the specifics of the site.
A series of massing models were tested on the base site
model in order to gain a relationship between the scale and a
appropriateness of the form.
Initial 1:100 massing model experimentation

Public Ground floor programme

Residential floors and public space arrangement

ANCB Workshop tutorial and the complete 1:100 Tempelhof model with proposals

Residential cores and public bridge links

Intensive workshop week - forming the concept
AncB studio sessions

From various, tutorials and reviews we were able build on the
comments and establish a strong concept which was then
evoked in our initial design. We began to imagine the possible
sequences of public and private space and how that may be
expressed architecturally.
Further analysis and the impressions of the city formed a
nomadic “collaborative exchange” concept which was then
explored in spatial terms and tectonics.

Ground floor trading/exchange kiosks

Ground floor trading/exchange kiosks

Ground floor with residential units above

Section into residential units and workshops/kiosks on the ground floor

Leading pedestrian paths through the scheme

Concept strategy

The “collective exchange” concept principles
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Defining the users
UNORTHODOX VAGABOND

Visitors

‘Spiritual growth and
conservation of energy are
my drive’

‘Germans are wondering
with increasing urgency
where they really come from
and where they belong’

Defined as capable of conforming to any situation,
these nomads travel the world in search of freedom
and self exploration.
They have faced the realities of life head on;
embracing its beauty and ugliness equally. The
unorthodox nomad is most happy when seizing
the moment and actualizing his ideas into finished
projects.

Single Dwelling

Workshops

UNORTHODOX VAGABOND

Public

Communal

Private

As the public ‘ownership’ of the Tempelhof becomes
more evident, visitors will become one of the most
crucial users. The nomads will be partially reliant on
the public’s interaction on an informal barter and
exchange system.

Semi-private

They are able to feel at home in all kinds of given
spheres. Freedom is defined as being able to do
anything at whatever given time in all sorts of worlds.
‘Access all Areas’ is a term that defines this.

Negative preconceptions are often associated with
people who are displaced from society and do not
have a home. Creating a safe place for these people
where they are able to be celebrated and flourish will
give the public an insight to how these people really
live and work.

(Cramer, N. (2013). ‘Nomad’. Freunde von Freunden. [Online].
Available at: https://www.freundevonfreunden.com/interviews/nomad/. [Accessed: 21 October 2018])

Tacheles resident/
Creative common
‘Tacheles is part war ruin,
part artists’ colony, part
anarchic wonderland, and
wholly Berlin…’

The idea is to make it easier for people living outside
of the mainstream economy. The selfless giving
of ones unique talents for the enjoyment of all is a
theme that is carried throughout.

Event spaces

Exchange

Kunsthaus Tacheles has shared the fate of many
historical and cultural venues that became victim of
gentrification and merciless capitalism.

Kiosks

It was the home to free-spirited artistic expression.
Tacheles best embodies the euphoria of an artistic
boom that came after the fall of the wall. It was a
venue for all art enthusiasts, regardless of preference.

Workshops

These group of individuals challenged the notion
of limited artistic freedom. These misplaced artists
have become synonymous with uninhabited and
experimental production as well as alternative
lifestyles formed around the notion of newly
reclaimed social freedom.

Public

Single Dwelling

Event spaces

Terraces

Kiosks

Public circulation
routes

Workshops

The visitors

Public

Ground floor

Views

Private

Tacheles/creative common

Communal

(Trotin. G (2016) ‘The story and story of Kunsthaus Tacheles - The Home and Spirit of art’. [Online]. BerlinSteetArt.
Available at https://berlinstreetart.com/kunsthaus-tacheles-berlin/. [Accessed:16 October.2018])

Semi-private
Public

Exchange

The site

Visual and physical connections
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By visiting the site during the study trip we had the opportunity
to grasp the elevated perspective from the rooftop of
the Tempelhof. This made us aware that throughout the
development of the concept we should always consider the
vantage points towards not only the city skyline but also the
uncommon vast green space of the Tempelhofer Feld and its
activities.
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Panoramic view towards the city
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Despite being on the outskirts of Berlin, Tempelhof airport is
within a 5min walking distance to the nearest U-Bahn Network
station - Platz Der Luftbrücke and a 20min walk to the Bahnhof
Tempelhof and the S-Bahn Network, which connects it back to
the city centre within 20min. The site also sits at an intersection
of two main artery roads, making it easily accessible by car.
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This established connectivity to the city centre, makes it easy
for Berliners to frequently visit the grounds of the Tempelhofer
Feld for various recreational and sport activities. Some of the
most common events held at Tempelhof include the Berlin
Music Festival and the Kite Festival
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Panoramic view towards tempelhofer feld
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Public festivals/events at tempelhof ground
Site Map in wider context - 1:5000 at A3

Exchange of visual
connection to and from the
public activities of the
tempelhofer feld

TEMPELHOFER FELD

The site

Constraints and opportunities
Access to the tempelhof
roof

Tripartite division

The two existing volumes containing the
site are used for the main vertical circulation
access, which must form a relationship with
the proposal.

The geometry of the existing structure of the
site lends its itself into the division into three
segments. It is logical for the form of the
proposal to follow the relationship with the
existing structure

The public path at the back must remain
without intervention to allow fluid passage
throughout the entire Tempelhof roof.

Relationship with the
existing volumes and the
stepping site

Point loads and existing
structure

Although there is not strict height restriction,
the proposal must respect the relationship
of the existing building volumes as well as
correspond adequately to the scale of the
existing.

The superstructure of the Tempelhof roof
needs to be considered as a means of
transferring the loads onto the ground. The
point-loads of the proposal should therefore
concentrate on the existing columns.

The nature of the site also presents a 1.25m
height difference from the public path towards
the opposite edge, by a series of step intervals.
The proposal must consider the stepping
conditions and adapt to the site.

Solar orientation and wind
conditions
The side of the site facing the Tempelhofer
Feld will benefit from natural daylight through
most of the day.
However through its orientation the proposal
should consider the materiality variations to
ensure sufficient daylighting into units which
face towards the northern part of the site.
The north-east prevailing winds have to be
considered, and therefore the structure of the
proposal needs to be respond adequately to
transfer the lateral loads onto the structure of
the Tempelhof.

Physical and visual
connection to the ground
floor activities
As many festivals and public events take place
on the Tempelhof grounds, it is important that
the proposal includes a publicly engaging
ground floor space that visitors will be intrigued
and engaged with, not only physically but also
visually.

Materiality and form

Precedent studies

House in Tousuien // Suppose Design Office

Houses for Elderly People // Aires Mateus

MIDTOWN CENTER // shop architects

Polycarbonate skin and exposed steel structure

Voids between volumes

Elevated bridge links and public ground floor

In house of Tousuien the regular exterior walls have been replaced, so that the
natural light can be maximized in the interior space, while dealing with privacy
issues. This material also creates a visual effect of the volume to be a solid
mass throughout the day, where as in the evening the interior lighting provides
glimpses of the activities taking place inside.

The rigid geometry of the project suggests geometric modular masses with
partial intersections which result in the creation of the in-between void spaces.

The midtown centre office building incorporates and elevates its surrounding
floor plate wings to create an expansive ground-level public plaza. The ground
floor plane is defined by a series of landscaped gathering spaces which cut
the corners to adjoin the most direct and natural pedestrian routes. Stretching
high above the plaza are three bridges, which act as sculptural elements that
animate and provide views to the courtyard below.

The high U-value of the polycarbonate allows the steel structure to remain
internally exposed without any additional insulation throughout the interiors.
At the same time timber casework elements compliment the minimalistic
backdrop of the material and give warmth to the interiors.

This effect creates interesting relationships between the inside and outside
as well as an opportunity for exterior entrance points. During the evening
the interior illumination transform the voids into elevational ‘lanterns’ and
emphasises the solid parts of the mass.
We intend to clad our residential volumes in white render as shown in the
precedent so that when shifted, the volumes will create this exterior void effect
against the translucent channel glass materiality of the core.

The sky-bridges are also a concept which we want to incorporate into our
design to evoke a sense of elevated connectivity throughout the scheme.

Similar materials such as translucent U-Profile channel glass can be adapted
for this effect with additional fire rating and insulation benefits compared to
polycarbonate.
(Archdaily (2013). ‘House in Tousuien / Suppose Design Office’ [Online]. Available at: https://www.archdaily.
com/458511/house-in-tousuien-suppose-design-office. [Accessed: 4 November 2018])

We decided the approach of geometrically landscaping the ground floor will
work well for our concept to break away from the proposed modular massing
above and will lead visitors to most prominent gathering spaces of the site.

(Archdaily. (2013). ‘Houses for Eldery People in Alcácer do Sal / Aires Mateus’. Available at: https://www.archdaily.
com/328516/alcacer-do-sal-residences-aires-mateus. [Accessed: 4 November 2018])

(Dezeen. (2018). ‘Sky bridges criss-cross SHoP’s Midtown Center in Washington DC’. Available at: https://www.
dezeen.com/2018/10/02/midtown-center-fannie-mae-shop-architects-washington-dc/. [Accessed: 4 November
2018])

Materiality and form

Tower typologies development

Single Dwelling
Double Height Single Dwelling
Duplex
Communal Space/Kitchen

Iteration 1 - development from intensive week with larger core for central
communal area and separate unit for communal kitchens
-Stairs unsuitable for escape
-Stairs too small for height changes

Iteration 2 - Steel, central fire protected core with surrounding timber

construction, stacked modular units

- Inefficient core with dead-space corridors
-Takes too much ground floor space
-Disproportional massing of the central volume

Iteration 3 - Steel frame construction with cantilevering modular units and an exterior

staircase

-Modular timber unit limits the module
size and cantilever tolerance

Materiality and form

Massing relationships and forming the circulation

7.

8.
4.

1:100 concept model - Shifted residential volumes to create accessible roof terraces (white)

9.
5.
1.

6.
2.

3.

1. Three initial central spaces
2. Addition of modular units
3. Full massing
4. Elevated central spaces
5. Subtraction of some modular units
6. Addition of feature circulation
7. Shifting of modular units / Creation of roof terraces
8. Replacing the middle tower with a central core/
subtraction of volume to connect terraces
9. Addition of connecting bridges to central core
1:100 concept model - Subtracting from some of the volumes to connect the terraces and incorporate bridge circulation links (white)

To test the relationship between the proposed towers we considered several massing iterations that begin to spatialise the
intended sequence of users as well as challenge the rationale between the masses on site.
We concluded that the density of three blocks was unsuitable for the reason of residential unit overlooking as well as natural
daylighting issues.
We experimented with physical models to create a unique type of exterior circulation by working with a hybrid of terrace, deck
access and bridge connections to a main central core which connects both towers together.
This was achieved by subtracting volume from some of the units to connect the roof terraces together to then span additional
bridges to the central core. This strategy not only suggests a more varied and unique circulation that offers great views towards the
surroundings but also forms the main fire evacuation strategy.

Traditional building circulation arrangement

Proposed circulation through central communal space via feature atrium
staircase, external terraces/deck access and elevated bridges.

Materiality and form

Public ground floor approach
As we have started to visualise the regular masses of the residential units, we decided it
would be critical to create a differentiation and a tension between the public ground floor
spaces and the private spaces above.
The concept model sequence demonstrates a modular approach which is tensed to
create more informal and leading spaces suitable for the intened dynamic of the ground
floor.
The angled edges will not only aid in funnelling the public through the site but also
encourage oblique views and a feel of informality.
Elevation view diagram onto scheme organisation. Private circulation and residential units above an active public
ground floor. Central circulation elevates both residents and visitors to the connecting bridges.
Private
Public

Regular volumes on the ground floor

Approach 1 - Volumes angled in plan with pitched roofs

Angling of faces of the volumes and adding corresponding landscape

Experimental concept model to test the ground floor forms

Leading pedestrian paths through the site
Approach 2 - Volumes angled in plan with flat roof height differences

Materiality and form

Building tectonics and atmospheres
Semi private communal space and atrium stairs

Public translucent circulation core

-A sense of openness and lightness through translucencies of the
U-Profiled channel glass partitions
-Exposed steel columns for an industrial feel
-Warm timber parquet flooring for a homely atmosphere
-White warm plaster walls and white casework fitting or a simple and
modest interior

-A sense of openness and lightness through translucencies of the
U-Profiled channel glass cladding
-Glowing effect during the night outlining the solid white render volumes
and creating a ‘landmark’ effect on the site
-Pre-cast concrete floors and walls within the central core for an
industrial feel

Public ground floor kiosks and workshops
Private residential units

-Informal interiors achieved with the
exposed SIPS panels
-Temporary/Pop-Up feel through white
corrugated metal cladding
-Hard-wearing polished concrete screed
floors for durability and rigidity

-Warm timber parquet flooring for a homely atmosphere
-White warm plaster walls and white casework fitting or a simple
and modest interior
-White render exterior cladding to outline the massing of the units
against the light and translucent channel glass cladding

Concept translation

Spatial sequence

1.tempelhof path access and gallery active frontages

2.angled geometries and kiosks

3.public workshops and exchange of skills

Visitors and residents access the tempelhof roof via
vertical circulation of the main building.

The angled geometry of the landscape and the
volumes encourages movement through the ground
floor passages.

The workshop and studio spaces allow for artists
to work during their time spent at the collective
exchange.

The curved path at the back of the scheme is
enhanced by active frontages of the proposed gallery
and workshop spaces making an instant connection
between the artists, their work and the public.

Here, the public can buy goods and services from the
residents and support their work and crafts.

The spaces also allow public visitors to attend studio
sessions run by the artists to celebrate the exchange
of skills.

1
3

2

cad-block.com

cad-block.com

Concept translation

Spatial Sequence

4.open events space

5.bridge links

6.residents communal space

Surrounded by kiosks, the defined open space at the
front edge of the scheme provides an opportunity for
open air events and installation of additional pop up
stalls.

The bridge links between the central core enhance
the connectivity of the two residential towers.

While the residents can experience security and
personal privacy within the individual residential units,
exchange is also encouraged between themselves.

An open view towards the Tempelhofer Feld is also
emphasised though this space.

Their elevated positioning enables users to look back
to the city and the Tempelfhofer Feld as well as the
downstairs events space.

5
6
4

Open and airy communal kitchen and breakout
spaces are provided on each floor and are adjacent
to the vertical atrium circulation, further enhancing the
collective feel of the building programme.

Location Plan
1:2500 at A1
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Part K (2013)
A

The structural framing and foundation of our building
requires us to elevate a concrete slab 754mm from the
finish floor level of the existing Tempelhof footpath. In order
to provide accessibility for all users, we must incorporate
a ramp. We have designed the ramp in accordance to
document K, with a maximum slope of 1:12 where the
landings are at least equal to the width of the ramp and
a minimum of 1500mm long, clear of any obstructions.
As our ramp is wider than 1000mm, we have provided
handrails on both sides at a height of 900mm.

A Access Ramp

2600mm

Site Plan
1:500 at A2
10

25

Building Regulations
50

75m

Model in context
1:100

BS 6465-4 (2010) and Part M Vol.2 (2010)
Based on the assumption that the ground floor spaces
can hold around 60 people at a time, we calculated
for the provision of 5 female WCs (1 accessible) with 3
washbasins as well as 3 Male WCs (1 accessible) and 3
urinals. The layouts consider and follow the dimensions
set out by document BS 6465-4 as well as comply with
Part M Vol. 2 for the adequate accessible cubicle, turning
spaces and access from the outside.
B
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B

3

11
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1.

9
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Sanitary Installations
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11

D
E
C

3

5

800mm

3

4
3

1500mm

1. Gallery
2. Kite Workshop
3. Kiosk
4. Public Toilets
5. Resident Entrance Lounge
6. Carpentry Workshop
7. Bike Repair Workshop
8. Plant Room
9. Central Escape/Firefighting
Core
10. Artist Workshop
11. Soft Landscape
12. Exterior Events Space

5

4

3
3
12
cad-block.com

8

Part M Vol.2 (2010)

C Clear Opening Width

cad-block.com

Male

7

cad-block.com

Female

8

cad-block.com

6

cad-block.com

cad-block.com

All public space openings
are level with the ground
and have a minimum
opening width of 850mm.

850mm

Ground Floor Plan

D Level Access

cad-block.com

Ground Floor

5

Upper Floors

5
cad-block.com

6

2

Part Q (2010)

E Secure Doorsets

E

To comply with the
security of dwellings
requirements the ground
floor as well as deck
access residential
thresholds are specified
as bespoke door sets
incorporating security
features and adequate
locking systems to reduce
trespassing and crime.
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2

First Floor Plan

Proposed GA Plans
1:100 at A1
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1. Small Residential Unit
2. Large Residential Unit
3. Central Communal Space
and Kitchen
4. Atrium Feature Stairs/
Secondary Means of Escape
5. Deck Access and Bridge
Link
6. Central Escape/Firefighting
Core

cad-block.com

Building Regulations

4

2

cad-block.com

30m

Part B Vol. 2 (2007)
The primary escape stair core will be constructed out of
concrete, a virtually non-combustible material. All steel
work is to be coated with 120 minute intumescent paint.
All doors giving access to this stair will be fire resistant
and self closing as will the doors in the secondary means
of escape in the atriums.

5

A clear width of 1500mm is maintained from the fire
fighting lift shaft. A fire main outlet is no more than 60m
away from the furthest part of the residential units
measured on a route suitable for laying a hose.

5

6

2

2

1

1
F

Refuge points are located on each protected stairway
and provide an area accessible to a wheelchair of at
least 900 x 1400mm in which a wheelchair user can wait
for assistance. Evacuation chairs are located next to the
refuge points

3

4

4

3

1

1

2

2

7

F Fire Fighting Core

7

1450mm

1650mm

2550mm

1500mm

1. Small Residential Unit
2. Large Residential Unit
3. Central Communal Space
and Kitchen
4. Atrium Feature Stairs/
Secondary Means of Escape
5. Deck Access and Bridge
Link
6. Central Escape/Firefighting
Core
7. Private Terrace

Second Floor Plan
1400mm

900mm

A sprinkler system is provided in the central communal
area of each tower block as per fire engineers
recommendations.
A minimum clear width of 1200mm is also satisfied to
avoid any obstructions in case of a fire. A minimum
distance of 2000mm from the cooker (fire hazard) to the
escape routes is also maintained.
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6
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G Clear Escape Widths
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1200mm

1400mm

3

1

900mm

Building Regulations
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2000mm

1200mm
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Third & Fourth Floor Plan

Proposed GA Plans
1:100 at A1
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30m

1. Small Residential Unit
2. Large Residential Unit
3. Central Communal Space
and Kitchen
4. Atrium Feature Stairs/
Secondary Means of Escape
5. Deck Access and Bridge
Link
6. Central Escape/Firefighting
Core
7. Private Terrace

Part M Vol.1 (2010)
In response to visitable dwellings, all doors have a clear
opening width of 850mm and an accessible threshold.
A minimum 300mm nib is provided to the leading edge
of the door and a minimum 150mm nib is provided to the
hinge side of the door.
5

5

All the WCs are located 450mm minimum from the
centre to the edge of the interior wall and 750mm from
the edge of the WC to the sink, meeting the provisions
stated in Part M section 3.

2.

6

2

2

H

To provide adequate access in compliance with Part M,
the corridors exceed the 900mm minimum depth.

4

3

1

1

4

3

1. Small Residential Unit
2. Large Residential Unit
3. Central Communal Space
and Kitchen
4. Atrium Feature Stairs/
Secondary Means of Escape
5. Deck Access and Bridge
Link
6. Central Escape/Firefighting
Core

H Visitable Dwellings

2

2

450mm
750mm

150mm
1340mm

850mm

Fifth Floor Plan

Part B Vol. 2 (2007)
As the primary means of escape is considered external,
the furthest residential unit is 25 meters away and
complies with the 30 meter maximum travel distance to
the nearest escape. The secondary means of escape is
15 meters away from the furthest unit and also complies
with the 30 metre travel distance. Fire rated doors and
walls are specified in the diagram below.
I
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1

1

Fire Escape Distances

3

2

2
6

1

30 minute fire door with free swing
door closer

1

60 minute self closing fire
door
60 minute fire rated compartmented
walls and all junctions firestopped
Distance less than 30 meters

Building Regulations

Sixth Floor Plan

Proposed GA Plans
1:100 at A1
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1. Large Residential Unit
2. Central Communal Space
and Kitchen
3. Atrium Feature Stairs/
Secondary Means of Escape
4. Deck Access and Bridge
Link
5. Central Escape/Firefighting
Core
6. Roof Terrace

Proposed visuals

Internal and external views

Exterior night view from the roof of the Tempelhof

Interior of a private residential unit with views towards the Tempelhofer Feld

External public ground floor and kiosks

Interior of a central communal space with channel glass partitions

Part K (2013)
To comply with document K, protection from falling,
section 1, the stair risers do not exceed 170mm with a
going of 270mm and do not exceed 12 risers for flights
between landings. In addition, the landings are at least the
depth of the 1200mm stair widths.

K

In accordance for the provision of handrails in section 1.34,
the position of the top of the handrail does not exceed
1000mm from the pitch line or the floor. As our stairs
are 1200mm wide handrail to handrail, the provision of
handrails on both sides is required and does not exceed a
50mm diameter. A 300mm extension is also provided at
the top and bottom of the stair.
To comply with section 3.2, the exterior guarding meets
the 1100mm height requirement and does not exceed the
100mm opening within the guarding.
J

Protection from Falling
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300mm
6
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900mm
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1100mm
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170mm

270mm
1200mm
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Part B Vol. 2 (2007)
1

3

2

As our building is above 18 meters, it is recommended to
have a secondary means of escape where one includes
a fire fighting shaft. Two protected stairs are provided, the
primary means of escape through a fire fighting core and
a secondary means of escape through the atrium, both
in-line with Part B and exceeding the minimum clear width
of 800mm as the stairs serve an area of less than 50
people. The stair maintains a constant width and does not
exceed 1400mm. Two automatic opening vent hatches
are located on the atrium roofs to ventilate and reduce
smoke accumulation in case of fire. Ventilated cavity fire
barriers and fire-stopping have also been provided as per
the specified locations stated in Part B section 9.
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2

1

1. Resident Entrance Lounge
2. Public Toilets
3. Kiosk
4. Shared Storage
5. Atrium Feature Stairs/
Secondary Means of Escape
6. Central Communal Space
and Kitchen
7. Small Residential Unit
8. Deck Access
9. Exterior Terrace

K Designing in Relation to Fire

Proposed Long Section
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1. Gallery
2. Public Toilets
3. Plant Room
4. Services Riser
5. Shared Storage
6. Central Communal Space
and Kitchen
7. Large Residential Unit
8. Private Terrace
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Proposed South-East Elevation
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Proposed North-West Elevation
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Detail Callouts (See following page
for details and annotation)
Detail A. Channel glass partition and
external terrace
Detail B. External SIPS wall and
internal ground floor on composite
deck
D.

Detail C. External ground floor,
composite deck and foundation
Detail D. Parapet and balustrade
Detail E. Internal floor and suspended
ceiling

A.

Detail F. ProWall system external
white render rainscreen cladding and
insulated steel stud wall
E.

F.

B & C.

Detail Sectional Model
1:20

Detail Section
1: 20 at A1

2. External terrace

1. Channel glass sill

1.

2.

6. Parapet and balustrade

Jamb cover beyond
25mm Timber balcony decking
Channel glass flange line
25 x 15mm Timber battens fixed to height
Low-E, double-glazed U-profile channel glass adjustable pedestals to support timber balcony
panels filled with 54mm WacotechTIMax Nano decking
Insulation
Paver pedestals with self levelling head and
Sill plastic insert
height adjuster
Silicone
Excel HRS detail membrane
Weep hole with foam baffle
Vap AL vapour barrier
Urethane compatible sealant
Hyranger SPOT under-layer
Bead over thermal break
200mm Hytherm ADH tapered board insulation
Sill extrusion
with a 1:80 fall (thickness to achieve U-Value of
Non curing sealant
0.20W/m2K)
Sub-sill extrusion
10mm liner panel
Shims-insert foam backer rod
Water outlet tray
between shims at sealant
Axter safety overflow pipe
Shims-insert foam backer rod
between shims at sealant
65mm x101mmSteel tube fixed to primary beam

3.
3. Channel glass head

Detail A. Channel glass partition and external terrace
4.

65x 101mm Steel tube fixed to Gypframe
primary support channel
Shims insert foam backer rod between shims
at sealant
Urethane compatible sealant bead over thermal
break
Head plastic insert
Silicone
Jamb cover beyond

4. External SIPS wall clad in white corrugated metal
and internal ground floor on composite deck

Detail B. External SIPS wall and internal ground floor on composite
deck*
5.

1100mm Glass balustrade fixed to steel posts
and bolted to primary beam to specialist
manufacturers design and detail
Weathering cowl by specialist contractor
35py Angle strip
Damp proof membrane
3mm Sloped aluminium coping
Excel HRS detail membrane
Timber fixing blocks at 400mm centres splayed
as required
2mm ProWall aluminium ventilated base bead
cavity ventilation tray mechanically fixed to
helping handrails
7. Internal floor
18x 120mm Skirting board
Perimeter seal
10mm Flanking Strip
10mm Acoustic sealant
8mm Laminate wood flooring
18mm Moisture resistant chipboard fixed to
timber floor joists
Vapour barrier
2mm Aluminium conducting sheet
2mm Pipe clips
Underfloor heating pipe
70 x 200mm Timber floor joists
100mm Glass fiber insulation between floor
joists
10mm Dense sound check layer
10mm Inner liner panel
Steel z purlins bolted to primary beams
sitting at 600 centrers

6.

Detail D. Parapet and balustrade
7.

8. Suspended ceiling
Gypframe FEA 1 steel angle hangers at
1200mm centres fixed to steel z purlins and
fixed to primary support channels
100mm Isover spacesaver ready-cut
insulation in cavity
Gypframe MF7 primary support channels
at 1200mm centres
2mm Gypframe MF5 ceiling sections at
450mm centres fixed to the MF7 primary
support channels
2mm Perimeter channel suitably fixed to
wall at 600mm centres closed with sealant
for optimum sound insulation
Two layers of 15mm Fireline plasterboard
fixed onto the ceiling sections
7.5mm Plasterboard skim with white paint
finish

Ventilated corrugated steel sheet with white
paint finish bolted to channel horizontal rails
100mm SIPS panel
Field installed bottom plate
Continuous sealant each side of framing as
recommended by manufacturer
Nails into sill plate and both sides
Treated sill plate
Sill sealer
13mm diameter anchor bolts
100mm Polished concrete screed
Damp proof membrane
50mm Mineral wool insulation
Damp proof course
Cast-in-situ concrete
Welded wire reinforcing mesh
Steel rebar
360x 500mm Steel profiled decking

8.

Detail E. Internal floor and suspended ceiling

Detail C. External ground floor, composite deck and foundation*

5. External ground floor, composite deck
and foundation

10. Thermal Break

9. ProWall system white render rainscreen cladding and insulated steel
stud wall

40mm Permeable pavers at 600mm
centres
114mm Paver pedestals at 600mm centres
with adjustable height
Cast-in-situ concrete
Welded wire reinforcing mesh
Steel rebar
360x 500mm Steel profiled decking
500x500 mm Steel universal I beam
500 x 500mm Steel column
50mm Neoprene rubber foundation pad

254 x 254 mm Welded box section column
stub bolted to primary I beam
30mm Thermal Break Plate
100mm Insulation zone
254 x 254 mm Welded box section column

2mm Steel flashing
2mm ProWall aluminium ventilated base
Bead cavity ventilation tray mechanically
to helping hand rails
15mm White render system with mesh and
finishes
12.7mm Pro-board attached to vertical rail
sections
20mm Air gap
70mm Rigid board insulation
Ventilated cavity fire barrier fixed to
sheathing board with a steel support
bracket. 120 minute fire rating
Breather Membrane
2.5mm Non- combustible sheathing board
2mm C channel track
230 x 108mm C channel studs
230mm Glass Mineral wool insulation
12.5mm 60 minute fire rated internal
gypsum fire board
7.5mm Plasterboard skim with white paint
finish

NB. All steel to be coated with 120
minute fire rated intumescent paint.

Detail Callouts
1:5 at A3 (*at A2)

9.

10.

Detail F. ProWall system external white render
rainscreen cladding and insulated steel stud wall

TECHNICAL RESOLUTION

Construction sequence

1. Stub columns with neoprene pads and various
heights are bolted to concrete steps of the Tempelhof
and positioned in line with the existing superstructure
to transfer point loads of the proposed build.
2. An ultra shallow beam steel grid framework is laid
out and bolted to the stub columns. A steel composite
deck is rested and bolted between the profiles of the
beams. In-situ concrete is poured out over the deck.
Cut-outs in the concrete are left to bolt proposed
steel columns onto the steel of the foundation beams

1.

2.

3.

3. All structure is constructed floor by floor. Primary
steel columns are bolted to the ultra shallow floor
beams of the foundations steel grid in 3-6m centre to
centre. Primary and secondary beams are bolted to
the columns
Steel stair structure is installed.
4. Pre-cast concrete slabs, lift shaft and stairs are
installed in the protected central core
Stair landings and treads are installed on the stringers
of the steel stairs in the atriums
5. Insulated steel floor purlins are laid out floor by floor.
Prefabricated off-site, light gauge steel frame insulated
walls are installed between primary structure. Pre-cast
concrete walls are installed in the protected core

4.

5.

6.

6. Internal floors and external decking build up is
installed simultaneously on each floor. Services
including plumbing and electricity are installed and
connected to the central risers.
Suspended ceilings are constructed concealing the
services within their cavity.
7. Internal stud and channel glass partitions, windows,
doors and balustrades are installed simultaneously on
each floor.
8. White render rainscreen cladding system is installed
directly onto the already existing prefabricated light
gauge steel frame insulated walls. Translucent channel
glass cladding is fixed onto L-Sections running along
the faces of the primary structure of the protected
core and central spaces.
9. Semi-permanent kiosks and workshops on the
ground floor are erected using pre-fabricated SIPS
panels and clad in white corrugated metal. The
ground floor is levelled with raised exterior paving and
hard-wearing polished screed concrete floors inside.

7.

8.

9.

10. Internal finishes, decorations and fit-out prior to
handover.

TECHNICAL RESOLUTION

Construction isometric and structural layout

8m

254mm

3.
1. ProWall white render rainscreen cladding (Detail F)
2. Prefabricated light gauge steel frame insulated
walls (Detail F)

254mm

6m
3m

3. Roof terrace and parapet (Details A&D)

4.

3m

4. Suspended ceiling (Detail E)

6m

6. Foundation and external ground floor (Detail C)
7. External SIPS wall and internal ground floor on
composite deck (Detail B)

Primary Steel Connection and Sizes

Primary (Grey) and Secondary (Beige) Structural Layout

Steel has been chosen for our proposed structure as it allows for wide spans where structure does not interfere
with the interior living spaces. This was important in our design as units shift on the various levels. The 254x254mm
box section columns and I beams allow for spans up to 8.5m which have not been exceeded within our structural
strategy. All structure has been bolted rather than welded for easier deconstruction.

2.

1.
5.

7.

6.

Foundation to parapet exploded sectional construction isometric (See 1:20/1:5 section and details for annotation)

Construction isometric of entire scheme

TECHNICAL RESOLUTION

Environmental performance
Atrium and communal space

In order to quantitatively analyse our scheme in terms of environmental performance and
daylighting, we used Sefaira plug in for sketch-up. The software requires a very simplified
net model of the proposed design where elements can be assigned.
We wanted our results to be as accurate as possible and therefore modelled our residential
towers including the translucent U profile channel glass atrium and the central communal
space.

Sefaira Daylighting analysis of residential units, atrium and
central communal space

Bronx Library Center.
Richard Dattner and Partners New York, NY

The software however does not include material properties which can be analysed and
therefore the assigned glazing was calculated as clear. As observed from precedents,
when translucent channel glass is insulated and treated to partially reflect light glare and over-lighting problems are eliminated. This material is proved to be suitable
for covering large surface areas of building faces. We therefore decided to take away the
channel glass elements from the analysis as they distorted our results for the residential
units which we felt were the most important to analyse accurately.

Sefaira error message when trying to analyse the entire
scheme

Simplified model of the entire scheme

Gallery
Existing pathway structure

Plant room

Floors 6 & 7

Kiosks

Floors 6 & 7

Studio

Workshop
Net model of the west tower

Net model of the east tower

Floors 4 & 5
Floors 4 & 5

Ground Floor
Floors 2 & 3

Energy consumption and daylighting
statistics

Average annual daylighting factor scale and floor visualisations above

Residential Units

Energy consumption and daylighting
statistics

Floors 2 & 3

Average annual daylighting factor scale and floor visualisations above

We positioned the model to the correct solar orientation on site, and incorporated a dual aspect window arrangement for each of the residential units so that daylighting is
maximised. As expected and shown in the analysis, the north-west facing units receive less daylight due to their positioning however they are not under-lit because at least
one of their window openings faces the east or west. The south-west facing units receive plenty of daylight throughout the year, minimising the necessity for
artificial lighting in at least half of the residential units. The analysis also shows that our building is well within the desired range for energy consumption however it will
be heating dominated. To maximise the efficiency of heating we have used an underfloor heating system. Although informative for the testing of elevation studies and
window openings, the results should be approached with caution because the analysis does not include any contextual elements of the site and the energy results were
generated from a very simple model..

We thought that it would be important to test and analyse all of the spaces (including
ground floor) together to gain an understanding of the scheme as a whole in terms of
daylighting. Although a series of very simple models was produced, the software was
unable to process the information of both towers, cores and the ground floor spaces
together. We disconnected the ground floor spaces and analysed them separately.
From the results we can see that the south facing workshop spaces and most
of the kiosks benefit from sufficient daylighting. We were aware that the gallery
and studio spaces towards the back of the site will be under-lit due to their close
proximity to the existing Tempelhof path structure. This was considered in the original
programming of the site, as galleries and art studios are most likely to use artificial
lighting throughout most of the day, where as the workshops do not necessarily need
specialist lighting and can utilise the provided daylighting more flexibly. Again, the
results of this analysis should be approached cautiously because the elements have
been disconnected from the entire scheme and to gain more accurate results the
scheme should be analysed through a more sophisticated software.

TECHNICAL RESOLUTION

Environmental systems and servicing strategy
Suspended ceilings
Services distributed run through the
suspended ceiling cavity from and to
the risers located within the central
space .
The ground floor plant room is
connected to main water and
electricity supply from the main
Tempelhof building through ductwork
pipes running underneath the
foundation structure.
Cold Water
Hot Water

Operable awning windows
and natural ventilation
The size of each residential unit
allows for full natural ventilation. To
improve the resident air quality, 2
operable awning windows within
each unit allow passive ventilation
currents through the space and allow
effective escape of stale air.

Drainage
Electricity

Underfloor heating pipes

Diagrammatic building servicing strategy
Ground floor plant room services are connected to main power and water supply
through insulated duct pipes underneath the foundation slab to the main Tempelhof
building.
Thermal Break

Rigid board insulation

External wall insulation

Natural daylighting

The 230mm glass mineral wool
insulation between metal studs
in combination with 70mm rigid
board insulation within the cladding
cavity satisfy the wall insulation
recommended U-Values of 0.16W/
m2k for new residential build. Where
the primary structure is exposed,
thermal breaks have been built in
within the 100mm ceiling insulation
zone to reduce the thermal bridging
between the interior and exterior.

Natural lighting is maximised within
the residential units by positioning the
widows in a double aspect layout.
This reduces the need for artificial
lighting within most parts of the
building as shown through the Sefaira
environmental analysis. The white
render facade also partially reflects
sunlight off its surface to diffuse light
into the ground floor spaces.

Glass mineral wool
insulation

Underfloor heating
In response to Berlin’s climate and
the Sefaira environmental analysis,
which showed that our building will be
heating dominated we implemented
underfloor heating as it is one of the
most efficient systems for providing
user thermal comfort.

Wet room distribution
Due to the massing nature of the building, several wet rooms
could not be stacked. This has been however considered in
the layout where the bathrooms are in the closest proximity
to the central space and the situated building risers. Water
and sloped drainage pipes run within the ceiling service cavity
towards and from the main risers.

Ventilated rain-screen
cladding
The ventilated rain-screen cladding
system used allows for the desired
white render aesthetic while
incorporating several environmental
benefits. The integrated ventilated
cavity between the render boards
and insulation allows any water to
be partially removed by the ‘stack
effect’ and by running down the rear
face of the panels and minimising
condensation and thermal bridging.
The ventilated facade also reduces
heat gain during the warmer summer
months.

Establish the project team and
assess core programme
requirements. Identify a
business strategy through
discussions with the client

PS1

Review site information
assessing key parameters and
constraints. Undertake
feasibility studies and develop
initail project brief. Continue to
assemble your project team.

Preperation of concept design
in conjunction with relevant
structural design and building
services outline proposals.
Agree and issue Final Project
Brief.

Coordinated developed
design including updated
structural and building
services proposals. Provision
of cost information and
project strategies.

Preperation of technical design
package providing detailed
construction information to
include all architectural,
structural and services
information alongside
subcontractor specifications

Realisation of building
construction on site including
off-site manufacturing and
on-site construction in
accordance with the agreed
construction programme

Conclusion of the building
contract and handover of the
building to the client.

Review of project
performance including
post-occupancy evaluation.
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Be(e) Manchester is an initiative to help enhance the city council’s
vision of a carbon neutral city by 2040. Our starting site location
would be Oxford and to replace the existing road surface with solar panels that work towards powering parts of the city. The trail
would link between key cultural locations on Oxford Road and peak at
structural nodes constructed at the attractions.

ENVIRONMENT
The smart roads will be made from solar panels and could be constructed from recycled plastics collected from the city. Having a city
covered in them could help reduce the need for non-renewable energy
resources and help to power the city.

CULTURE
The art installations are situated in nodes, attracting visitors
and connecting the major cultural
places through Oxford Road.

Some of the panels will be interactive and show holographic images of
the locations with information of building and events going on around
Manchester. Advertising events and activities would enhance attentance and Manchester’s reputation as a leading city of culture.

WIDER URBAN APPLICATION
As the city evolves the hexagonal smart road could expand and cover the city until every road is the same material. This could harvest
solar energy further and create an alternative source of energy that
is renewable, helping Manchester reach it’s carbon neutral target by

Schittich, C. (2010). Small structures. München: Edition Detail.

2040.
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